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The poor illustrator is racing through the book 

trying to tell the story of a pie-loving king who has 

imprisoned his stepdaughter and will only release 

her when a suitor kills the dragon.  Because the 

reader is “reading too fast” there are many 

humorous detours in the plot.

Writing to the Model
Students could imitate the model of this book. In this story, as it proceeds, the 
reader catches up to the illustrator who has to compromise and thus affects the 
story.  The author increasingly frantically begs the reader to slow down, to no 
avail.  The separation between what the author is writing and what the author 
is saying is made by a change of font.  When the students are writing, it could 
be accomplished by highlighting what the author says to the reader in yellow - 
which can easily be read through, but shows that the author is speaking in his/
her “real” voice. The student plot cannot depend on illustrations, but rather on 
interruptions due to “fast reading.”

A good idea is to start by brainstorming the kinds of problems an 
author/illustrator could have in writing;
 •  running out of ink.
 •  can’t write as fast as you can read.
 •  including conversation really slows down the writing.
 •  writer’s block. 
 •  writer’s cramp, etc.

It’s a Gem of a Tale
Good afternoon.  I will be trying to write this story really fast.  It’s your job to read slowly because you can read faster than I can write.  OK?  Is 
it a deal?  Great! Let’s go.

Once upon a time there was a cool prince with a red mustang convertible who was speeding down the road to visit his uncle’s castle.  
Beside him on the seat there was a wicker lunch basket because the trip would be a long one.  Suddenly...

I just realized.  It’s not just writing faster than you can read.  First I have to think of ideas and then write the down.  I’m exhausted already..
read slower.  Anyway...

Speeding down the road the prince almost ran over a ragged woman on the side of the road.  Knowing that in any fairytale it isn’t wise 
to throw dust on a ragged woman he stopped to apologize. “Are you OK,” he said, “let me dust you off.  Can I....?”

Conversations yet.  Good stories have good conversations but I’m struggling here.  I don’t think you’re paying enough attention to the 
S...L...O...W down part.

The ragged woman said, “You are such a charming young man, and I’m really hungry.  Can I have some of the lunch in your picnic 
basket?”  Now, it was going to be a long trip, but the prince was a kind young man as well as being charming, and he gave her the entire 
basket.  “Thank you,” she said, “and in return...”

OK.  Now it’s writer’s cramp.  Take a break for maybe 5 minutes while I bathe my hand in cold water....
 

The next step is for students to outline the real story they want to tell, because they will be interrupting themselves and will want to 
remember where they are going.  The final step is to start to write.  Below is a shortened sample of the beginning of a story.



An Undone Fairy Tale, cont.

other Post-Modern Stories
This picture book is definitely post-modern. Post-modernism is an interesting 
concept, but the question is, how old does your student have to be before this is 
a worthwhile exploration with them?  The characteristics of post-modernism are:
•  Distort an existing model for a different purpose - in this case the fairy tale.
•  Parody - used here and in modern animation film such as Shrek.
•  Including elements of popular culture for humorous purposes - not in this
    book, but in Shrek, the stores in Far Far Away are recognisable versions of
    stores like Starbucks and Barnes and Noble.
•  Breaking the “barrier” of the book to speak directly to the reader.

The theme of post-modernism is that “chaos is inevitable and the artist is help-
less except to play within it.”

Other examples of the feature of breaking the book’s barrier to speak directly to 
the reader can be:
 

The Monster at the End of This Book - where 
Grover begs the reader not to turn pages.

Bad Day at Riverbend by Chris 
Van Allsburg  - in which the 
“reader” is colouring the black 
and white world of the town of 
Riverbend.

Chester - where the cat is rewriting the story as the 
author writes it.

Journal Ideas
It’s always valuable to use a picture book as a prompt 
to journal writing.  Try to have at least three choices 
so that students can select the one about which they 
think they can write the most, or if they run out of 
steam, can write on a second topic as well.  Some 
possibilities are:
 •  reading fast.

 •  being interrupted when you are trying to
     do something.
 •  speaking to a group.
 •  a time when a project did not go well.
 •  a story of someone who wouldn’t do what
     you asked.  

Rapunzel
This story is very like a Rapunzel story in which the 
villain (in this case the stepfather) imprisons the 
daughter (in this case “the princess” who has no actual 
name.)  Discuss with students what they think the 
qualities of “the princess” usually are in a fairy tale.  
Is this a good idea for young girls looking for role 
models?


